
 

 
 



 

 

 
“The flexible environment must also be included  

along with the flexible organism because [...]  

the organism which destroys its environment destroys itself.  

The unit of survival is a flexible organism-in-its-environment.”  

 

Gregory Bateson, Step to an Ecology of Mind, 1987 

 

 

 

 

“One should speak of a struggle for a ‘new culture’ and not for a ‘new art’ (in the immediate 

sense). [...] Perhaps it cannot even be said that the struggle is for a new artistic content apart 

from form because content cannot be considered abstractly, in separation from form. [...]  

One must speak of a struggle for a new culture, that is, for a new moral life that cannot but be 

intimately connected to a new intuition of life, until it becomes a new of feeling and seeing reality 

and, therefore, a world intimately engrained in ‘possibile artists’ and ‘possible works of art’.” 

 

Antonio Gramsci, Prison Notebook,1948 
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1. Introduction 

“Most observations [around climate change] are not encouraging, describing a glaring           

disconnect between the acknowledged urgency of the problem and the insufficiency of social             

responses.” (Davidson 2018) Even when we understand the urgency of our actual climate             

situation, we are still stuck in the old paradigm of thinking, behaving and making politics: in the                 

old paradigm of survival. “The most startling aspect of this story is just how much these people                 

knew, yet how little they acted upon what they knew.” (Oreskes 2013). 

Why does this discrepancy occur and which factors deepen it?  

The intent of this research project is to explore through an artistic medium the individual, social                

and political mechanisms which deepen the discrepancy between the acknowledgement of           

urgency and the activation of social, cultural, political responses to it. 

“Empirical studies show that people lack a sense of urgency: they experience climate change as               

a problem that affects people in distant places and in a far future.” (Roeser 2012) 

In general, humans are shortsighted and often delay action to ameliorate problems until they are               

readily apparent (Koger & Winter, 2010) and they are largely unmoved by the increasingly              

urgent scientific and pop culture warnings of climate catastrophe (Dörries 2010, Roeser 2012). 

This discrepancy may occur because we lack a sense of urgency, or better said even if we                 

cognitively know how urgent a situation is, we don’t have the tools to perceive such a complex                 

problem and respond. How can we learn to perceive urgency as a systemic interconnected              

series of events? The performative practice proposed in this project aims to explore the              

emotional and expressive dynamics related to the perception of urgency, the articulation of             

one’s own survival impulses, and the sense of belonging that informs the identitary dialogue              

between self and environment. The final aim is to investigate how this artistic practice, shaped               

by the evolutionary role of emotions, can contribute to political and social restorative responses              

to climate change issues. 

 

2. Previous artistic and academic works 

In the frame of the Master of Arts in Artistic Research at the Accademia Teatro Dimitri and                 

Conservatorio della Svizzera Italiana, Switzerland - 2017-2019 - I analysed the effects that the              

2-day physical-theater workshop “The Urge of Being” has on participants. The           

workshop-practice, proposed for the first time in Berlin in January 2017 and addressed to              

performing artists, is informed by recent biological and neuroscientific theories of emotions,            

feelings and embodiment, including Biochemistry of Emotions by Candace Pert and the studies             
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of Antonio Damasio. The most influential theatrical approach which informed “The Urge of             

Being” is the research of Jerzy Grotowski, which I studied under the direction of Peter Rose, his                 

former student. The main subject of the master thesis is the investigation of how artistic               

expression is induced by urgency and connected to the impulse of survival. Results show that               

“The Urge of Being” creates a condition of urgency that consists in a state of               

physical-emotional-spiritual off-balance in which the performer consciously and perpetually         

negotiates his/her presence in dialogue with the external environment and that this connection             

makes the artistic experience perceived as authentic and non-representational. The workshop           

leads the performers to access the realm of survival impulses and to transform this energy into a                 

performative outcome. I define this condition Artistic Survival Mode which is induced when a              

psycho-physical communication between the internal and external environments of the          

performer’s organism is established.  

From January 2017 till now the workshop has been held about 30 times in theater schools,                

studios, a theater academy, art galleries and museums in Berlin, Rome, Venice, New Orleans,              

Vienna, Locarno, and Lugano. Beside the development of “The Urge of Being '', from 2013 I                

have been facilitating theater and dance courses in primary and secondary schools in Italy,              

Germany and Hungary, in communities of disabled people, with teenagers and with groups of              

amateur, semi-professional and professional actors. 

After training and collaborating for 4 years in Berlin with the performer and director Peter Rose,                

in 2015 I established the physical theatre company “Marcozzi Contemporary Theater” and            

directed and took part as performer in about 10 ensembles and solo performances presented in               

festivals and venues in Europe and the USA. Before establishing my own theatrical project I               

worked as an actress and theatre director in the company "Il Rinoceronte", Perugia (IT), for               

about 6 years.  

Among my most recent and important performances is the “Trilogy of Power”: RIGHT ON!              

(2015), Lacuna (2017), Diagonal Vertigo (2019), inspired by recent Italian political and            

auto-biographical events. The Trilogy is a performative path through which I investigated how             

political power affects the individual internally, in his/her physical and spiritual composition. By             

actuating a process of artistic transformation of political power into pure power - force - I                

explored physical and textual narratives that draw from the impulse of survival in order to resist                

and respond to external pressure.  
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2.1. From the Artistic Survival Mode to a real urgency 

As a consequence of these two elements of my artistic practice - “The Urge of Being”                

workshops and the “Trilogy of Power” performances - I found myself questioning whether my              

research could be used to create an effective response to the climate crisis. Anguished by the                

drastic deterioration of the Adriatic sea in the region where I grew up (Abruzzo, Italy) coupled                

with a feeling of powerlessness in relation to the immensity and complexity of the problem, I was                 

compelled to transpose my work on theatrical urgency to a real world urgency. 

For the past few years, the Adriatic sea water has a visible oily texture, a darker color and is                   

perceivably warmer; long spots of foam float on the surface of the water and macro-micro               

pieces of plastic sink into the sea and are spread all over the shore. Bathing is forbidden in the                   

area of Pescara and Chieti, on average, once a week because of pollution. Through seeing,               

smelling and sensing this drastic deterioration of the sea, my sense of urgency was awakened.  

How is identity affected by the drastic change of the environment? 

I experience a new sensation: non-self-recognition. If I consider the external environment as a              

mirror that shapes me, when the mirror is “sick”, to what extent am I also “sick”? How can I                   

translate this sense of urgency, induced by these ecological changes into a driving force that               

guides artistic processes? And how can these artistic processes inform and impact political and              

social initiatives? 

 

3. Formulation of the research idea and research questions  

The aim of this PhD project is to relate the performative practice “The Urge of Being” and its                  

scientific-intellectual background to ecological issues and thereby train new forms of           

understanding, perceiving and experiencing urgency. 

Within the multifaceted scenario of climate change, this project focuses on water pollution for              

the following reasons: 1) The experience of sea pollution is one of the trigger elements of this                 

project; 2) Life began in the ocean. Symbolically and biologically the exploration of the relation               

human-ocean may raise awareness and incite reflection on the way humans inhabit the world;              

3) Even though the ocean touches different shores and cultures and each population has its               

own specific relation to it, the ocean contributes to global climate conditions. Oceans can be               

seen as a source to simultaneously perceive wholeness and difference: a decentered entity that              

involves each of us individually. These characteristics mirror the dynamics of climate change:             

ungraspable, diffuse, decentered and, at the same time essential for our survival.  
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The artistic research question “How does the perception of urgency articulate itself through             

performative mediums?” is followed by the socio-political question: “How do these perceptions            

inform socio-political responses to climate change?” 

Confronting the spheres of art and politics, this project sees urgency as the radical point of                

dialogue between them. Hereby, urgency is considered a force that causes a condition of              

difficulty and imbalance. The individual must respond in the real present to establish a situation               

favouring its survival. This project has a two-fold focus because it considers two sub-dynamics              

of urgency: the perception of urgency and its effects on artists and on the community.  

In this historical moment climate change is the most urgent dynamic that affects not just human                1

beings, but also all living organisms, inorganic matter and the infinite relations among them. The               

urgency of climate change presents a particular challenge for humans in that it requires a shift                

of focus away from a linear analysis of the fixed entities of an ecosystem to the complex and                  

nonlinear analysis of a network of interdependent events. Because of this complexity, when             

looking at climate change it is not easy to grasp the problem’s center, because climate change                

is, in fact, a decentered dynamic both in the way it is perceived and the way we respond to it.  

How can we comprehend and get involved in a dynamic which is overwhelming and diffuse and                

therefore difficult to localize and grasp? We seem to be unable to find our place and role in this                   

dynamic, because although we are embedded in it, it still seems inaccessible in its wholeness.  

To re-address our role in the decentered dynamic of the climate crisis, we need to explore the                 

limits of the identity dichotomy “I and not I”. On this point, Daisy Hildyard, in her book The                  

second Body (2017) writes: “In normal life a human body is rarely understood to exist outside its                 

own skin – it is supposed to be inviolable. […] You are encouraged to be yourself and to                  

express yourself – to be whole, to be one. Move away from this personality, self-expression,               

and you risk going out of your mind: it doesn't sound good. […] Climate change creates a new                  

language, in which you have to be all over the place, you are always all over the place.” 

This research project attempts at training artistic forms of perception able to re-define our              

identity, based on the knowledge that the center of the self is a flexible and relational-based                

force, and more likely a network of energetic processes rather than a fixed and stable entity.  

1 According to the The Global Risks Report 2020, for the first time in the history of the Risks Perception                    
Survey, environmental concerns dominate the top long-term risks by likelihood among members of the              
World Economic Forum’s multistakeholder community; three of the top five risks by impact are also               
environmental.  
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Considering that this project aims to train the perception of urgency, we should acknowledge              

that the essential condition for urgency to be perceived, is that the individual is able to perceive                 

in the first place. This artistic practice relates to the approach of Deep Ecology, an               

environmental philosophy that highlights the cultural and philosophical background of ecological           

issues in contrast to the utilitarian and anthropocentric attitude to nature attributable to shallow              

ecology. Developed by the Norwegian philosopher Arne Dekke Eide Næss, Deep Ecology            

places humans within ecosystems, considering them different but not better nor more valuable             

than other species or other "beings" such as rivers, rocks and clouds. (Krabbe 2010).  

Climate change blurs the well-established distinction between “I and not I” because the actual              

challenge consists in understanding that there isn’t any enemy out there to fight, but rather there                

is something to take care of: in this context, the evolutionary step that would shift our paradigm                 

of survival may consist in the deep understanding that taking care of something apparently              

outside of oneself, corresponds to taking care of the most deep self.  

 

3.1 Practical aspects 
From a practical point of view, this project is comprised of three research periods - expeditions -                 

carried out in different coastal areas and with different groups of local performing artists. Each               

expedition is articulated in four phases (that will be described in detail in paragraph 5.2): the first                 

phase consists of identifying a coastal area-community that exhibits issues of water pollution,             

establishing contact with local partners, laying the logistical groundwork for the project and             

forming the group. The second phase - Incubator - consists of a 2-3 weeks workshop/creative               

process with the group of artists. The third phase consists of one or more final performance/s.                

The last phase is an evaluation of the whole process through collecting feedback from artists               

and the community. These phases are designed to involve citizens, key-community members,            

socio-cultural and artistic associations, schools and stakeholders with the aim of having a             

dialogue about the local issues and inciting restorative initiatives. 

 

3.2 On urgency: an artistic model that links urgency to emotions 
During the Incubator phase, the work consists of training artistic and aesthetic processes related              

to the perception of urgency by exploring the evolutionary-biological role of emotions. As             

discussed in the MA thesis, one aspect of human’s capability of survival resides in emotions,               

intended as complex chemical and neuronal reactions meant to regulate the organism in order              

to guide it towards beneficial situations. (Damasio 1999) Damasio and Pert (1997) largely             
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describe emotions as a link between the individual and his/her way to inhabit the world because                

of their contribution to the regulation of homeostasis, which is the biological function that              

includes coordinated physiological reactions that maintain the major part of the stationary values             

of the body. The maintenance of homeostasis guarantees the individual’s survival.  

Below is a scheme of the artistic practice. It translates the scientific understanding of              

homeostasis to the artistic relation between Urgency - Expression - Embodiment, at the core of               

“The Urge of Being”. 
 

 
 

Fig 1: Scheme of the relation between urgency, expression and embodiment 
 

The scheme describes how, pushed by urgency, the artist activates a source of energy - the                

survival impulses - establishing a dialogue between ex-pression (to manifest one’s need to             

survive) and im-pression (to incorporate the external world). Emotions are the main tool to              

express an organism’s need, because of their characteristic of being an orchestrated and             

complex network of information modulated by real-time conditions. (Damasio, 1999) When we            

face an urgency as radical as climate change, emotions should have a crucial role in guiding                

adaptation. The artistic exploration of the adaptive process mediated by emotions and driven by              

urgency is the subject of investigation of this project.  

 

4. State of the art 
 

4.1. On adaptation and emotion: acquisition of knowledge through emotions 

For this project evolution is understood as “a process in which information regarding the              

environment are literally incorporated in surviving organisms through the process of adaptation.”            

(Bartley 1987) 
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How do we incorporate and process the information from the environment?  

Biologist John Odling-Smee coined the term niche construction claiming that adaptation doesn’t            

merely happen to organisms, but organisms actively modify their own and each other’s             

evolutionary niches. (Odling-Smee 2003) 

“Evolution [...] is far from a purely random, accidental affair determined by genetic inheritance              

alone. Variation, selection, and retention [of information] involve interactions with the           

environment among purposeful, sensory actors who alter their environment and hence the            

conditions for other organisms in the process” (Davidson 2018). This notion is in keeping with               

other research (Andrews and Davidson 2013; Boyd and Richerson 1985, 2005; Gould 1987)             

that show that besides the possibility to transmit successful characteristics through genetic            

heritage, the evolutionary success of Homo sapiens is attributable to culture, understood as the              

possibility to live in a community and to share information among its members. The amount of                

information that humans can acquire, select and retain for future generations contributes to their              

capacity for adaptation and in this process, culture is a source of information as important as                

genetics. (Pagel 2012) Adaptation requires an acquisition of knowledge that occurs both            

through biological and cultural processes. These two processes are linked by emotions that             

intersect both the biological mechanisms of evolution and the supra-instinctual survival           

strategies transmitted by culture (Stryker 2004). Transposing this model to climate change, the             

means by which information relevant to climate change is acquired, interpreted, and shared, is              

largely through emotional processing. (Davidson 2018) Emotions are necessary for          

understanding the moral impact of the risks of climate change, and they also provide motivation.               

Emotions might be the missing link in effective communication about climate change. (Roeser             

2012) Coming back to the artistic practice “The Urge of Being”, its performative motor works in                

the intersection between the urgent external pressure of the ecological crisis and the adaptive              

responses of the individual, and it investigates the possible artistic - aesthetic narratives that              

spring from the encounter of these two forces. Secondly this project aspires to investigate how               

these narratives can incite social, cultural and political initiatives. 

 

4.2. Action-oriented nature of emotions  
According to several researchers and theorists, the link between the way we embody             

information and the way we put them into actions is mediated by emotions; as Fridja argues,                

emotions have the functional basis of “action readiness”, described as “an elementary aspect of              

the way autonomous living beings regulate their interactions with the world.” (Fridja 2016) In the               
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same way that Fridja's theory draws a connection between emotions and environment, Rebekka             

Hufendiek describes emotions as embodied and action-oriented representations. (Hufendiek         

2015) Given that emotions involve both bodily arousal and cognitive operations, they are difficult              

to categorize because they intersect categories that are generally separated, e.g. body-mind,            

nature-culture, rationality-irrationality. To overcome this dichotomy, Hufendiek proposes a theory          

of embodied emotions that focus not only on the bodily reactions, but also on the social and                 

cognitive regulatory relation between individual and the external-social environment. (Ibidem) 

During the Incubator-phase, to deepen the training of the perception of urgency, cognitive             

theories will be explored, such as ‘Active Externalism’ by Clark and Chalmers 1998, the              

Enactive approach to perception by the philosopher Alva Noe (2004) and ‘Enactivism theory’ by              

biologists Maturana and Varela. Abolishing the mechanistic separation between the individual           

and external environment, these approaches suggest that the mind and the environment act as              

a ‘coupled system’.  

 

4.3.  Ecological art and Applied theater 
The genre of “ecological art” was originally conceived in the 1990's and it refers to a variety of                  

artistic practices, such as participatory actions, remediation projects, activist and protest art,            

social sculptures, ecopoetic art. They share common principles and characteristics such as:            

connectivity, reconstruction, ecological ethical responsibility, stewardship of inter-relationships        

and of common, non-linear (re)generativity. Among the most influential artists and artworks, we             

find the social and environmental artists Newton and Helen Mayer Harrison, pioneers of the              

eco-art movement, Mierle Laderman Ukeles with her “Maintenance art “, the social sculpture of              

Joseph Beuys, the Shelley Sack’s notion of “ I-sense/Ich-Sinn”, University of the Three. 

Shelley Sack defines the field of awareness as much more than just a marked out territory, and                 

as a process that changes the minds of individuals and decision makers who are too               

preoccupied with numbers and utilities, and an outcome-oriented mindset, even in the context of              

world changing projects, can be dangerous.  2

In keeping with this notion, the aspects that the research project “The Urge of Being” acquires                

from Eco-art movement, is its focus on embodied learning/knowing, on cultivating a wisdom             

2 Interview with Shelley Sack by Holok Chen (2015) 
https://medium.com/@holokchen/change-makers-in-the-university-of-trees-an-interview-with-shelley-sack
s-cb5bebf63cf8 
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grounded in a sense of perception aiming for a deep knowing of ecological contexts in their local                 

specificities, their diversity and their inter-relations. 

“The Urge of Being” can also be defined as applied theater: a theatrical intervention intended to                

benefit individuals, communities and societies. Typically, applied theater is not performed in            

institutional theaters. (Nicholson 2005) It may be psychodrama, community-based theatre,          

forum-theatre, performance, stand-up comedy; indeed, its peculiarity isn’t in the practice of a             

particular type of theatre but rather in its explicit political, pedagogical or therapeutic intentions              

within a specific context. Applied theater is a contextual concept. (Warstat 2017) The most              

important objectives of applied theater include healing, empowerment, awareness raising,          

information gathering, dissemination of results, training with respect to specific issues, etc.            

Among its specific goals are the change of participants’ status, the embodying of knowledge,              

the generation of new kinds of knowledge, changing attitudes and eliciting public participation in              

policy development, etc. (Heras 2014) 

Recent applied theater projects dealing with ecological issues exist. For example, the            

community-theater project “Conservation Theatre: Mirroring Experiences and Performing Stories         

in Community Management of Natural Resources” (Heras, Tabara 2015), realized in Cherán,            

home of the Purépecha indigenous community in Mexico, was created to raise awareness of              

resource conservation and community participation through theatrical workshops and         

performance. Results show that “conservation theatre helped raise awareness of local           

conservation issues and contributed to opening nonconventional, aesthetically rich spaces for           

new ways of social interaction and empathic dialogues.” (Ibidem)  

Another example of applied theater in an ecological context is “The drama of resilience:              

learning, doing, and sharing for sustainability” performed in Mombasa, Kenya and Cornwall, UK             

(Brown 2017). The authors used participatory drama and forum theater to understand the             

sources of risk and resilience with coastal communities by devising a site-specific performance             

based on true stories of the community. The project provided means for ecological             

transformations through the spheres of experience, emotions and empathy. (Ibidem) 

Due to its explicit mission of socio-cultural and political impact, Warstat explains how applied              

theater is rarely focused on form, but rather on content: “What appear on stage are conflicts,                

emotions and experiences that are not only of biographical relevance for the participants, but              

which are also immediately recognizable by the audience as significant” (Warstat 2017) 
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Although this project will adopt the contextual nature of applied theater, it also pivots on the                

dichotomy between form and content, to generate the question: isn’t the content shaping the              

form?  

 

4.4. Isn’t the content shaping the form? 
In 1994 in the article “There Must Be a Lot of Fish in That Lake”, Una Chaudhuri traces the                   

beginning of a new field of exploration between ecology and performance, inciting a deeper              

understanding of what “ecological theater” means and questioning how theater can become the             

site of a much-needed ecological consciousness.(Chaudhuri 1994)  

Indeed, as Theresa J. May argues, performances dealing with ecology not only take             

environmental issues as their content but also cultivate a sense of interconnection and             

heightens our sensory awareness of the more-than-human world (May 2005). This project, by             

applying a performative practice to ecological issues, will research artistic and aesthetic            

narratives through the aforementioned relation Urgency-Expression-Embodiment.  

The form is the organism of the performer, understood as a sensory actor in the process of                 

“expressing-embodying”.  

The content is the external urgent force of climate change.  

The artistic exploration of the form of the performer’s organism, where external forces of              

urgency meet internal impulses of survival, aims to articulate the ways through which climate              

change shapes organisms from the inside, physiologically, spiritually and emotionally. These           

processes generate the aesthetic of adaptation, the subject of investigation of the project. As              

described by Sarah Ann Standing in “Readings in Performance and Ecology” (Arons and May              

2014), the analysis of performance aesthetics of ecoactivism reveals the “false dichotomy            

between efficacy and aesthetics, and illuminates how this genre [ecoactivism] succeeds both as             

politics and as theatrical/performance art.” She argues that “given the ongoing ecological crisis,             

it seems clear, now more than ever, that new artforms need to include a conjunction of art and                  

politics. Among these potent political artforms radical environmental protest, or ecoactivism, is            

an overlooked genre of performance with a yet-to-be-completely articulated aesthetics.“  

 

5. Structure and time-line of the research project 

In the course of three years, the project will be constituted by three main phases. 

1. Preparation (November 2020 - April 2021) 

Preparing a model sketch for the expeditions during the Incubator #0. 
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2. Actuation (May 2021 - December 2022) 

Three 6-week expeditions in different coastal areas. 

3. Conclusion (January 2023 - October 2023) 

Analysis of the results and final writing. 

 

5.1. Preparation  

The preparation phase is constituted by the Incubator #0, a 2-3 weeks workshop/creative             

process with a group of performing artists. It aims to deepen the training program “The Urge of                 

Being” and to realize a model sketch of the artistic practice that will constitute the main                

reference for the expeditions. The model sketch includes a description of the practice,             

exercises, notes, video and photo documentation and artists’ feedback. This feedback will be             

collected through group discussions, written questionnaires and audio-video interviews to the           

artists. 

 

5.2. Actuation 

Between May 2021 - December 2022 three expeditions will be carried out in different coastal               

areas. Each expedition is composed of 4 phases. 
 

1. Planning and establishing contacts (prior to departure) 
Establishing contacts with local partners (cultural-environmental associations, research and art          

centers, schools, universities), to organize a group of artists and plan the logistics. 

In the expeditions, some of the artists who have participated of Incubator #0 will be involved as                 

well as local artists reached by open call or specifically invited. 

2. Incubators (4 weeks) 
After reaching the area, a focus group with local institutions, key community members, partner              

associations and the group of artists will be organized in order to begin a dialogue about local                 

water pollution issues and to address questions such as: What is the urgency in the community                

and how is it articulated? Which is the discrepancy between perceiving urgency and action? 

Are individual resistances to change present? Further discussions will focus on other themes             

including: political dynamics in the region, apathy, economic pressures and cultural heritage. 

After the focus group, the group of artists will train for 2-3 weeks (Incubator) according to the                 

previously developed model sketch. The training will be mainly led by Daniela Marcozzi, with the               

assistance of 2-3 artists who participated in the previous Expedition. The topics, issues, point of               
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view and ideas which emerge during the focus group will be used in the Incubator as material                 

for the training and, possibly,  as dramaturgical content. 

3. Performing: (1 week) 
The group of artists will devise one or more performative interventions in one or more areas of                 

interest. Depending on the type of dramaturgical material and on technical possibilities, the             

performance(s)/interventions can be outdoor or indoor. Beside the main performative event,           

there might be other secondary interventions during the Incubator period such as durational             

performances, artistic talks, art installation, and other possible site-specific narratives. 

4. Evaluation (1 week) 
From each expedition two main types of feedback will be obtained: feedback from the artists               

and feedback from audience members and key community members. 

The feedback from the artists consists of group discussion during and after the Incubator and               

after the performance, written questionnaires, semi-structured interviews and video-photo         

documentation. The feedback from the audience members and key community members           

consists of semi-structured interviews after the performance and a final focus group . If possible,               

long-term feedback from local partners will be collected by maintaining contact with them. 

 
6.     Analysis  of the results 

The feedback will be analyzed with the qualitative method IPA ( Interpretative            

Phenomenological Analysis) that explores in detail how participants are making sense of their             

personal and social world by studying the meanings of particular experiences, events, states             

from the point of view of the participants. “The approach is phenomenological, in that it involves                

detailed examination of the participant’s lifeworld. […] At the same time, IPA also emphasizes              

that the research exercise is a dynamic process with an active role for the researcher in that                 

process” (Smith, 2007). Feedback will be analysed using the Qualitative Thematic and coding             

analysis that consist in grouping the results into "themes” and subgrouping each theme into              

“code”. Themes are “patterns across data sets that are important to the description of a               

phenomenon and are associated to a specific research question” (Daly, 1997) while coding is              

the process of attributing labels to portions of written and oral feedback in order to group and                 

compare similar or related pieces of information. The code (a word or a short phrase) assigns                

more or less symbolically a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for            

a portion of data (Saldana, 2009). 
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8. Current state of the project's logistics  
The coastal areas of interest will be part of the Mediterranean Sea basin. In order to define them 

within a short period of time, an extensive search for areas that show an ecological problem and 

that are interested in hosting the project is in progress. 

One possibility is the city of Pescara (IT), with which it would be possible to establish contacts                 

with local theaters, artistic associations and local institutions. 

Regarding the costs of the expeditions, the payment of the artists, the logistics costs, etc., it is                 

my intention to apply for the SNF fund or, if not, to apply for smaller funds for each expedition. 

I intend to establish artistic collaborations during different phases of the project; for example,              

with the visual artist Dara Friedman for documenting one of the expedition, and with Leah               

Bachar - theater performer and activist, assistant-director of the Living Theater for seven years -               

during one of the Incubator phases. With the financial support of the Expedition Metropolis              

Theatre in Berlin, a research collaboration between the company Marcozzi Contemporary           

Theater and Leah Bachar and other four former members of the Living Theater, is scheduled for                

June 2020. This collaboration is aimed at exchanging the practices of the two companies, with a                

special emphasis on the exploration of new political narratives. 
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